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About This Game

All vehicles in the screenshots are creations made by the community. This vehicle sandbox has a steep learning curve so
keep in mind that it will take time to learn how to perfect your vehicle. If you're looking for a builder that will

challenge your creativity and allow you to build almost anything you can imagine then this is the sandbox for you. Now
let's look at what you can expect:

CURRENT FEATURES

SANDBOX BUILDING
You are the creator and you have the power. You can set up controls for all kinds of input devices, there’s no size or part
limit and all parts are highly tweakable.

PHYSICS
In addition to land vehicle physics the game has aerodynamics and water dynamics with waves in place so that you can
test your creations to the extreme.

PARTS
Whether you’re working on a car, a plane, a boat or anything else, Homebrew has a ton of parts including engines,
motors, wheels, lights, wings, pontoons, detachers, transmissions, weapons and more.
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LOGIC PARTS
Take building to the next level and combine usual parts with logic components to build autopilot vehicles, stabilizing
systems, transforming vehicles, robotic arms and more. Your imagination is the limit.

WORLD
Explore the world of Homebrew and test your creations on one of the many islands. The world has a dynamic day and
night cycle, a weather system and is large enough to test any type of vehicle including boats, supersonic planes, cars and
more.

MULTIPLAYER
Play online and battle with your friends in the multiplayer.

AN AWESOME COMMUNITY
Whether you’re looking for help, someone to play with or simply want to chat you’re always welcome to join us on
Steam or our DISCORD CHANNEL.

PLANNED CHANGES
We're constantly working on things like better vehicle sharing, bug fixing and an improved overall experience. If you have

suggestions feel free to share them with us!
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Title: Homebrew - Patent Unknown
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Copybugpaste
Publisher:
Copybugpaste
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 (latest SP) 64-bit

Processor: Intel i5 @ 3.0 GHz or higher (or AMD equivalent)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 550 (1GB) or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: We recommend a stable connection for multiplayer.

English
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1 year anniversary:
Homebrew released on Steam on November 14th and it's been a year full of progress. Your support and feedback has helped
and expanded our vision for Homebrew leading to an entire rework of the game.

Our team would like to celebrate this 1 year anniversary by announcing that the transition from the current pre-alpha to the
alpha version will occur in the first half of December 2015. The old version will remain available after the release to those who
want to continue playing it.

New character.  Come and get your Wheels!:
Hello fellow Homebrewers... we have something in store for you!

Wheels ... Loads of wheels.

bike wheels, dirt wheels, classy wheels, square wheels, sphere wheels, sport wheels, spiked wheels, armored wheels, sci-fi
wheels, invisible wheels, you name it we got it.

Wheels are now split into Rims and Tyres, allowing you to combine them in whatever way you want.

Currently we have 51 rims and 47 tyres providing a total of 2397 combinations!

a Big shout-out to Vectura for making these awesome wheels.

For people who are interested in importing their own wheels, we provide an option to convert 3d models (.obj) to wheels in
homebrew.

simply type "/settings-wheelreplacer dev true" in the chat and an import button will appear in the properties panel of your
wheels.
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DREAM - BUILD - ENJOY

Copybugpaste Team
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Version 15.1 - 636828396784396873. Upcoming multiplayer update, what to expect #2:

From the team:. [8-6-2018] Hotfix!:
We've got a tiny patch up, fixing the audio issues!

 Fixed some Audio not working correctly

 Fixed issue with Browser where it could get stuck in a loop when a file was modified during the loading

 Fixed issue with lights where they wouldn't turn on as expected

We'll keep our eyes open on Steam, DISCORD[discord.gg] and our other channels as usual!

DREAM - BUILD - ENJOY

Copybugpaste Team

Version 15.0 - 636640833103501554. PSA - Rename bug:
Hey guys, just a friendly public service announcement. As some people may already know, the Rename feature has been bugged
for quite some time, and is still very badly bugged.

If you've run into this bug, where renaming a vehicle project causes it to open up a blank project, don't panic! Try to get in
touch with one of the moderators and we'll get it fixed up. It's a very quick and easy fix.

For those that haven't had this issue, just continue not using the Rename feature. If you need to rename something, use the Save
As button and save under a different name. This will make a copy with the name you want. Though it is highly recommended
that you save the vehicle before using Save As as well.

I hope this issue isn't a major inconvenience to anyone.
As always: Dream - Build - Enjoy. [7-5-2017] Quick Update : Tutorial rework, and new parts!:

From the team. Tutorial Issues:
Hey guys, this is a friendly public service announcement. We've received many reports of vehicles not spawning in the tutorial,
and the tutorial plane not being able to fly. The devteam is looking into the issue, but we haven't isolated a cause yet. Also note
that it is the environment vehicles in general that are not spawning, not just the tutorial vehicles
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For the time being, until we can get this issue patched up, please use the "/skip" command in the chat to skip the tutorial. Fair
warning though, this command may crash your game if you're not in the tutorial. That issue is also being looked into.

Please bear with us while we iron out these issues. We're sorry if this has caused any trouble.

As always: Dream-Build-Enjoy
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